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For over two decades, 
our approach of viewing 
organizations as systems, 
through the lens of the 
tatva model, has allowed 
us to design unique, high 
impact solutions, that 
are helping create and 
sustain transformational 
change. Working 
shoulder to shoulder with 
leaders of organizations 
we’ve co-created 
authentic and distinctive 
value for organizations of 
all sizes and categories in 
today’s turbulent context.



Impactful 
Sustainable 
Change.

Organizations are systems and systems have high 
leverage points. Everything is interconnected, 
interdependent and dynamic so solutions that 

create impact have to be systemic.

The interdependence of different elements in an 
organization is so deep that to try and impact 
any one without touching another would be 
impossible. When you pick one piece of this 
universe, the whole universe comes attached 
with it. From this Gestalt philosophy has sprung 
our model of performance enhancement – 
holistic wellness for the organization vyaktitva.

At Vyaktitva we believe in working as your internal partner 
rather than an external consultant in your organizational 

journey. Our people interventions go much beyond design, 
which is the easy part; we enable people to walk their 

learning! Our interventions include planned efforts around 
building ownership, communicating and influencing, and 

getting people processes to become the priority for managers, 
so that they, in turn, achieve their business goals.



Tatva Model
Our systems lens

the 

The boundary of the 
expected Values and 
Behaviors…within which 
the organizational 
journey takes place

Fresh 
Air 
Culture

Blue 
Sky 
Vision

Fired Up
Energy

Robust Earthy
Structure

Vyakti

Smooth Water 
Flows

The Vision, Mission, 
Strategies & Goals… 
which give the 
organizational 
vyaktitva a direction

A grounded and flexible 
Organization 
Structure and 
Teams…that enable 
di erent teams to 
synergize the goals and 
roles they play

Shared Leadership, 
Warmth and 
Teaming…that drive 
people to perform 
to their potential

The Individual 
Skills, Knowledge, 
Commitment and 
Passion…that 
enable them to 
achieve excellence 
in their functions

The Processes
and Systems …that 
facilitate the flow of work

The interdependence of di	erent 
elements in an organization is so 
deep that to try and impact any 
one without touching another 
would be impossible. When you 

Orchestrating the various Elements 
and their interplay to help meet 
Organizational aspirations over time.

In our  work with Organizations we have found that 
the Tatva model, our systemic model of holistic 
performance enhancement provides a powerful 
framework for sustainable impactful change. 

pick one piece of this universe, the whole 
universe comes attached with it. From this 
Gestalt philosophy has sprung our model 
of performance enhancement – holistic 
wellness for the organization vyaktitva.
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Organizational performance is determined 
by how people respond & react to 
stimulus, that’s why getting the ‘right’ 
lived-culture is vital to performance.

the
Living

Culture

HOW

Develop the 
capability of the 
Vyaktis across 
the organizational 

hierarchy, to 
imbibe and live the 

new culture

Ensure Top and Senior management 
communicate and role model the new 
culture and decision making  generates 
conviction around the new culture 

Enable the various 
organizational 
process to 
align with the 
new culture

Reviewing 
progress, debating 

violations, taking 
appropriate 

corrective actions 
in building the 

lived-culture 
regularly, in a 

transparent way

Diagnosing the Lived 
Culture as opposed to 
the espoused 
culture

Using a layered and inclusive 
organizational participative  
process to arrive at and generate 

commitment around the new 
lived culture

Changing 
a Culture

Since Culture is the 
fundamental system that 
drives behavior, aligning 
the Lived-Culture with 
strategy enables the 
execution of that strategy.
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Scaling

Sustainably
Organizations 

DECISION MAKING 
STRUCTURES
This covers all key 
decisions and their 
devolution to 
appropriate levels, 
identi�cation of support 
groups along with the 
decision makers, ring 
fencing to manage the 
fears of devolution, deep 
democracy that enriches 
the process of decision 
making and leverages 
diversity of opinion.

PERFORMANCE 
ORIENTATION            
The production engine 
of the organization, it 
delivers consistent 
and high quality value 
to the customer. This 
has also to do with 
ownership, 
accountability and 
consequence 
management.

JOYFUL COMMUNITY
The energizing cycle of the organization, 
encompasses the setting up of 
structured processes that enable the 
celebration of achievements and talent 
and continuous learning around decision 
making and leadership journeys.

DECISION MAKING 
STRUCTURES

PERFORMANCE 
ORIENTATION

JOYFUL 
COMMUNITY

If an organization has to grow, the next layer 
of leadership will have to take greater 
ownership and accountability for decision 
making to allow the executive management 
to focus on strategic aspects and the 
increasing complexity of the business. 

However, a combination of 
two factors, decision making 

structures that centralize
 decision making at the top and 

leadership capability at the next line 
are hampering the ability to scale.

Our solution to this common & always tricky 
problem, the FractalStructure Intervention, is 

designed with a dual focus: (hard) structures 
and (so�) modifying underlying behaviours. 

Fractal 
Structure

The

The Fractal intervention allows organisations to marry the so� side of 
human psychology and the hard side of business results. Keeping 

both in focus, they feed each other and learn from each other.
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The Chemistry:

The strategy comes down to ensuring the senior leaders with the largest canopies 
of control are operating with each other with superior levels of Trust, Alignment, 

Capability and Joyful Resilience to come together as a high performing, shared 
leadership team and own the organizations aspirations. For real.

This is why our designs tend to be

Agile
Constantly adjust to 

progression or 
regression in the 
group over time

Co-created
Continuous dialogues 
with the Leadership 
team to assess and 
re-shoot requirements 
and experiences 

Shared
Leadership

The world is dynamic and windows of opportunity are 
short. Scripts don’t necessarily work for the current 
emerging patterns. The only edge is agility coupled with 
collaborative and inclusive decision making. 
In essence – one person can’t make it happen alone.

Having good performers in the leadership team is the ‘physics’, 
whereas getting them to work well together as a shared 
leadership team, is the ‘chemistry’ which fuels the organization.

Spiral
Build higher and higher 
levels of competence 
and complexity

Unfolding the True Elements 
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Keep the Change

To keep the change, we need to go deeper into 
ourselves and understand our inner world 
better; our strengths and weaknesses, 
purpose and pit falls, what lies beneath the 
layers of our awareness and learn how to 
identify and rewire our own limiting patterns.

Vyaktitva's Coaching accelerates development 
and creates impact in a sustainable way. 

We work on the shadow, 
the parts of us that we do 
not know well enough 
and are holding us back.

The Di�erence 

1. Discovering
LOOKING
Becoming Aware
Recognizing
Owning / Knowing

2. Interpreting
SEEING TOGETHER
Spotting the patterns
Making sense of them and 
their manifestation / impact

Realization

3. Discontentment
VIEWING THE GAP

Unhappy with current status
Feel the need to change

4. Inspiration
VISUALISING
Feeling inspired to change 
/ put in e�ort to change 
Can visualize the 
inspirational vision

5. Recognizing

Interpreting
ACKNOWLEDGING

What’s stopping me
Stories / Patterns
Deeper problem solving / 
When / why were they written

6. Unblocking
RELOOKING

7. Restructuring / Re-scripting
CO-CREATING/ REWRITING

8. Re�-action
WITNESSING
What will make my 
new behaviour a habit?

9. Living
(a) INTERNALIZATION
(b) OWNING

Many attempts to sustain change fail when 
we try to change the behaviour without 
attending to the root causes, underlying 
reasons and triggers of that behaviour.
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Getting
Real with

Hi Potentials
The High Potential folks across the hierarchy are natural 
change agents within organizations. Typically they exert a 
canopy of  in�uence that goes beyond strict hierarchies and 
role boundaries because of their inspirational capabilities and 
capacities. They are your opportunity to accelerate change. 

Focused energy and e�ort on the development of 
these folks impacts their entire canopy of in�uence. 
Accelerating their development accelerates their 
performance, builds resilience in the Organization 
and creates a powerful leadership pipeline.

Recognize and leverage 
the canopy of 

Influence of 
Hi-pots

Design Action Learning 
Projects deliver business 
impact and allow for learn-
ing from failure

Create the 
ability to 
continuously use 
the metacapacity 
of learnability

Customize the 
developmental 
intervention to suit the 
requirement of the 
organization and 
design for the next level 

of capabilities 
for the audienceSenior leader as the 

sponsor, protecting 
and creating the 
platform for the journey 
farers to display and 
demonstrate their 
capability.

The 6 
Fundamental 

Principles

Leverage 
peer learning

This is the domain  of our 
HiPo Development model.

Designing a

Intervention
Hi Potential
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Capacity
& Capability

Scaling

Any developmental intervention is about 
observable behaviours and changing the 
disabling ones by creating deep realization 
and enhancing the ability to learn.

Of all the interventions we’ve designed the most 
successful of them necessarily have these 3 attributes

The ADDIE model of Instructional Design, coupled with our 
experience of having run businesses and HR enables us to 
design unique solutions, aligned to the 3 principles from 
within your context and deliver authentic value, consistently.

The intervention is designed 
to inspire a high level of 
engagement and ownership 
from all the stakeholders.

The constructs learned are 
systematically applied by 
the learners in their real 
world context. 

Learnability – a meta 
capacity and a leadership 
lever, is developed and 
enhanced in each learner.

e�ectiveness as 
per plan

Understand the business & its context, 
1-o-1 s and FGDs with stakeholders, 
participants | Look at the current  
structure & other HR processes | 
Understand interventions deployed till 

now for this team| Study JDs, 
RAMs, goals, values, 

pro�le of LT/MGRS

Analysis

Model of 
Instructional Design

ADDIE

Design

Implementation

Evaluate
the intervention & 
�nalize instructional 
strategy | Finalize the 
design with the 
Stakeholders | Create 

the evaluation process 
and parameters | Give 

input on other people 
systems to enable the 

intervention

Develop the intervention and 
decide on delivery methodology 
for the desired impact | Develop 
evaluation tool

Implementation of the 
Capability Building 
intervention – workshop |
Advise on integration of the 
current processes & 
practices

Principles of ID 
and Facilitation

Development

Unfolding the True Elements 
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Transfering
Our Capability

to You
From our experience we have distilled 3 actions that an L&D 
professional can take to create and sustain business impact

Connecting to the 
stakeholders and the 
audience, prior to design for 
a detailed appreciative 
inquiry into their business 
and performance challenges.

A subsequent 
analysis of  ndings

 in a structured 
manner, looking for 

patterns.

Stringing together the 
analysis  ndings into a 
cohesive, e�cient and 

creative learning design 
based on sound adult 

learning principles

BTID

Selecting participation 
tools and techniques

Speaking to inspire

Listening, questioning, 
and responding

Creating a buy in and 
involving the learner

Designing sessions (the Walker’s 
Cycle and the ARCS Model)

Deciding course level instructional 
strategies (Classic Tutorials, 
Activity based, Exploratory)

Mapping content with 
lesson blocks

Writing PSMART objectives

Performing audience, learning 
gap, task, and context analysis

Applying our intervention process 
model (the ADDIE Model)

A
D

VA
N

CED

Assessing impact of training
Handling tough situations

Using active reviewing to get the 
best out of structured experiences

Developing advanced facilitation 
skills (Attending, Observing, 
Listening, Giving constructive 
feedback, Facilitating reflection, 
Facilitating dialog)

Applying dynamic facilitation 
techniques for generative learning

Developing participation tools 
(structured experiences like 

games, exercises, role plays)

Creating goal-based scenario

Writing behavioral objectives 
(for the a�ective domain)

Analyzing development needs

For senior and experienced trainers who are 
ready to shi� to their second learning curve.

For trainers looking to build 
Instructional Design and 
Facilitation capabilities 

The BIG TICKET
Unfolding the True Elements 
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What are people saying 
about Vyaktitva

We would like to appreciate the HR strategy 
support extended by Vyaktitva in our last 

7+ years of association. In this journey apart 
from many great successes we would really 

like to acknowledge the seamless roll-out of 
India and the Russia HR strategy. The strategy 

which encapsulates designing of people 
processes & systems, PMS implementation, 

our organization wellness survey and 
integrating all these with very carefully 

crafted capability development initiatives. 
The ability of Vyaktitva to work closely with 

us and be a part of the organization fabric 
is commendable. We see Vyaktitva as an 

extended team of Promed and look forward to 
many more successful innings together. Best 

of Luck! Deepak Bahri - Managing Director 
– Promed Pharmaceuticals 

Team Vyaktitva  is acting as a key enabler in building scale and 
in transitioning from one paradigm to another at PeopleStrong. 
We thought the intervention will impact only  softer aspects like 
relationships, feedback systems in the Organization but it has 
positively impacted high performance culture thru improved team 
dynamics and individual enablement. It has brought a balance 
between emotional and rational approaches, between the heart 
and the mind, enabling growth with happiness. Pankaj Bansal - 
Co-Founder & CEO PeopleStrong

I have been impressed by the high degree of 
partnership with the business---this helped the entire 
team understand and deliver on the projects really 
well together. Delivery has always been on time and 
of the expected quality or better. Piyush Mehta -VP 
-HR GECIS Insurance and Collections COE 

Vyaktitva coaching is a unique 
and holistic process as it blends 
together the aspect of deep self 
awareness, aimed at bringing 
out a personal transformation 
in the person and also focussed 
through a process of reflection 
and action/experimentation on 
the role the person performs. The 
Coachee embarks on a journey 
where he/she is the primary 
driver of every aspect of it, with 
the coach being the rudder who 
keeps it on course. Being a highly 
engaging process filled with 
discovery and reflection for the 
Coachee it leads to coming out of 
concrete areas with clear actions 
for improvement, completely 
owned by the individual. All 
the Coachees within Colgate 
have found this process highly 
beneficial and a real life 
changing experience and all are 
progressing on the journey’s 
charted out for themselves. 
Aditya Singh - Vice President 
HR at Colgate Palmolive

The “Career Development” model you designed and 
executed for Bausch and Lomb India is now touted as a 
Best Practice within Asia Pacific – we may need help to 

spread the initiative to other countries in conjunction with the Regional HR team over the next 
months. What I liked most about your approach was the accent you placed on understanding 

our business and designing a tailor-made rather than an off-the-rack solution. This ensured 
we were at all times aligned in finding the right HR solutions for our business needs. There 

has been much positive comment around the rigour of our model and the painstaking work 
done to rationalize the myriad roles and competencies and evolve something simple and 

actionable. I was also immensely gratified with the commitment shown by your team. You 
have been a true partner to us over the last year – we have been very comfortable raising 

issues, individual needs and points of conflict with you. We have valued your inputs to 
individual assessments – this level of trust was only possible because of the discreetness with 

which you treated these queries. Thanks once more for your role in shaping the culture and 
growing talent at Bausch & Lomb. I believe this is only the beginning of much good work we 

can do together. Harish Natarajan - Former Managing Director, Bausch & Lomb Eyecare
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